MAKAHA TTE SL280 REGENS

TEMPORARY UH FIBER HANDLING BOX
(IN BEND LIMITER)

ODI 1 BRN 1 NEUT

ODI P1


ODI 2 RED 2 RED 2 RED

ODI P2


ODI 5 YEL 5 YEL 5 YEL

ODI P3

2 [L2] 2 [L2] 2 [L2]

ODI 6 GREEN 6 GREEN 6 GREEN

FIBER HANDLING BOX

SL 560 REGEN

Looped back after ODI Termination

SL WHIP

TICS PIGTAIL

ODI ORANGE HOSE

SL 21E

TYCO HAW-4 PIGTAIL HOSE

ODI BROKEN>

1 NEUT 1 BRN 1 BRN

2 RED 2 RED 2 RED

3 ORG 3 ORG -

4 BLUE 4 BLUE -

5 YEL 5 YEL 3 YEL

6 GREEN 6 GREEN 4 BLUE

NOTES:

AT&T CONVENTION: ODD FIBERS GO EAST, EVENS GO WEST
WORKING FROM OUTSIDE IN.
HENCE ODI WAS SPLICED SAME WAY

2525 Correa Rd. Rm.153
Honolulu, HI 96822
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